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Abstract

Automatic matching of poor quality latent fingerprints

to rolled/slap fingerprints using an Automated Finger-

print Identification System (AFIS) is still far from satis-

factory. Therefore, it is a common practice to have a la-

tent examiner mark features on a latent for improving the

hit rate of the AFIS. We propose a synergistic crowd pow-

ered latent identification framework where multiple latent

examiners and the AFIS work in conjunction with each

other to boost the identification accuracy of the AFIS.

Given a latent, the candidate list output by the AFIS

is used to determine the likelihood that a hit at rank-1

was found. A latent for which this likelihood is low is

crowdsourced to a pool of latent examiners for feature

markup. The manual markups are then input to the AFIS

to increase the likelihood of making a hit in the refer-

ence database. Experimental results show that the fusion

of an AFIS with examiner markups improves the rank-1

identification accuracy of the AFIS by 7.75% (using six

markups) on the 500 ppi NIST SD27, 11.37% (using two

markups) on the 1000 ppi ELFT-EFS public challenge

database, and by 2.5% (using a single markup) on the

1000 ppi RS&A database against 250,000 rolled prints

in the reference database.

1. Introduction

One of the most challenging problems in fingerprint

recognition is comparing latent prints to rolled/slap (ref-

erence) fingerprints. Comparison of latents to reference

prints by state-of-the-art AFIS does not typically yield

satisfactory results. This is because many operational la-

tents (i) are partial prints with relatively small friction

ridge area, (ii) have poor contrast and clarity with sig-

nificant distortion, and (iii) have significant background

noise [11]. Therefore, a latent examiner is, in general,

needed to mark features on a latent before submitting a

query to an AFIS, and for subsequently reviewing the

top-K (usually K = 20-50) retrievals to determine if the

latent hit against a reference print. This manual interven-

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Two markups (by two different examiners) for a latent image

from 1000 ppi ELFT-EFS database. A state-of-the-art AFIS was unable

to make a hit for the latent image in lights-out mode (score of 0 with

the true mate in the reference database). However, feeding the AFIS

with the markups shown in (a) and (b) resulted in the mated print being

retrieved at rank-1 and rank-129, respectively.

tion procedure is summarized in the ACE-V protocol [5].

The NIST Evaluation of Latent Fingerprint Tech-

nologies, Extended Feature Sets (ELFT-EFS) 2 [9] re-

ported that the likelihood of finding a hit in the refer-

ence database improves when an AFIS is provided with a

markup1(see Figure 1). The identification accuracy of the

best AFIS operating in the lights-out mode2 is reported to

be 67.2% in identifying 1,066 latent prints against refer-

ence prints from 100,000 subjects. However, the above

accuracy improves to 70.2% when the AFIS is fed with

both the latent image and the extended feature set (EFS)

markup provided by NIST.

The above performance gain, however, depends on the

precision of the markup being fed to the AFIS [10]. Im-

precise markups can result in the mated reference print

being returned at a lower rank amongst the retrieved can-

didates [7] [14] compared to the image alone being fed

to the AFIS. Furthermore, markups for the same latent

by different examiners can differ significantly and, con-

1Markup, in this paper, refers to the latent image with features

marked by a human examiner.
2In the lights-out mode, AFIS automatically extracts features and

compares the latent to the reference prints, without any human inter-

vention.
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sequently, different markups may lead to difference in

identification performance of the AFIS (see Figure 1).

To overcome the aforementioned limitations, we pro-

pose a latent identification framework where the AFIS

and latent examiners operate in synergy to improve the

latent identification accuracy. In this framework, a latent

is first submitted to the AFIS to be matched in the lights-

out mode. Based on the output of the AFIS, the likeli-

hood that the AFIS hit against a reference print at rank-1

is determined using a variant of the criterion described in

[4]. If the likelihood of the AFIS making a hit at rank-1 is

low, the latent is crowdsourced to a pool of latent exam-

iners for marking features. In this manner, the collective

“wisdom” of several latent examiners is utilized to obtain

multiple markups for a latent only when required. The

manual markups are then used in conjunction with the

AFIS for improving the latent identification accuracy.

The proposed framework is based on the conjecture

that combining markups obtained from different examin-

ers with the automated encoding of the AFIS can bene-

fit the identification performance of the AFIS. The con-

jecture stems from the classic pattern recognition theory

that a group of experts with diverse and complementary

skills can collectively solve a difficult problem, on av-

erage, better than each individual expert [6] [8]. Each

latent examiner, as well as the AFIS, can be viewed as

an expert for latent markup. Because manual markups

obtained from different latent examiners lead to different

candidate lists being retrieved by the AFIS, their exper-

tise is rather diverse. Thus, a combination of AFIS with

examiner markups should boost the identification perfor-

mance of the AFIS.

State-of-the-art AFIS typically generate multiple tem-

plates (encodings) from an input latent. These templates

are then individually compared with the reference prints

and the resulting comparison scores are combined to gen-

erate a single candidate list. Our method can be viewed

analogous to generating multiple templates, albeit based

on feature markup by multiple latent examiners, and fus-

ing them with the multiple templates internally generated

by an AFIS.

To evaluate the proposed framework, we crowd-

sourced markups for the NIST Special Database 27

(NIST SD27) latents [2] to six certified latent print exam-

iners affiliated to Michigan State Police. We also conduct

experiments using two individual markups provided in

the ELFT-EFS public challenge database [1] and one in-

dividual markup provided in the RS&A database [3]. We

compute the efficacy of the proposed criterion to compute

the likelihood that the AFIS makes a hit for the latent

at rank-1. The proposed criterion is able to reduce the

number of latents that need to be crowdsourced for man-

ual markup from 258 to 151 for NIST SD27, from 255

to 151 for ELFT-EFS database, and from 200 to 35 for

RS&A database (at a significance level of 0.05) without

impacting the overall hit rate. Our experimental results

on a reference database of 250,000 rolled prints show that

by fusing the scores from lights-out comparison with the

scores obtained using the examiner markups, the rank-1

identification accuracy of the AFIS improves by 7.75%

on 500 ppi NIST SD27 (using six markups), by 11.37%

on 1000 ppi ELFT-EFS database (using two markups),

and by 2.5% on 1000 ppi RS&A database. Our experi-

mental results indicate that markups obtained from differ-

ent latent examiners contain complementary information

which, in turn, helps to boost the identification perfor-

mance of an AFIS.

The contributions of this paper are:

• A systemic way to combine the AFIS with examiner

markups to boost the latent hit rate,

• A crowd powered latent identification framework

where a latent is crowdsourced to a pool of exam-

iners for obtaining multiple markups,

• A criterion to automatically determine when crowd-

sourcing is required, and

• A method to dynamically determine how many

crowd experts are needed.

2. Collective Wisdom of Multiple Examiners

Harnessing the “collective wisdom” of the crowd is

a commonly used methodology for performing relatively

simple tasks (e.g., image labeling, product recommenda-

tions). For instance, recommendation systems in Net-

flix3 and Amazon4 use the collective preferences of a

large number of customers when recommending movies

or products to a specific customer. Expert crowdsourc-

ing is another concept which has recently gained promi-

nence [13] [16]. This involves dynamically assembling a

team of expert crowd workers for accomplishing special-

ized tasks. We extend these concepts to latent fingerprint

identification in the following manner.

Given a latent, an AFIS operating in lights-out mode

is first used to compare it to reference prints in the back-

ground database. Based on the score distribution of the

top-K candidate matches output by the AFIS, we ascer-

tain whether manual markup is needed to boost the iden-

tification performance. If it is determined that manual

markup is needed, the latent markup is crowdsourced to a

pool of latent examiners. The obtained markups are input

to AFIS individually to generate multiple scores for each

reference print in the database. These individual markup

and lights-out scores are then fused to boost the identifi-

cation accuracy of the AFIS5 (see Figure 2).

2.1. Expert crowdsourcing framework

Let a query latent image be denoted by IL, and the

set of reference print images in the database be denoted

by IR. Let the total number of reference prints in the

3http://www.netflix.com
4http://www.amazon.com/
5Rank-level fusion was also investigated for fusing the lights-out

identification results with the identification results obtained for different

markups. However, score-level fusion outperformed rank-level fusion

in our experiments.
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Figure 2: The proposed crowd powered latent fingerprint identification framework. (a) Latent is fed to an AFIS, (b) it is determined whether manual

markup is needed, (c) markups are obtained via expert crowdsourcing, (d) multiple markups are fed to the AFIS, and (e) AFIS scores in (b) are fused

with the multiple markup scores in (d).

database be N , and the ith reference print be denoted

by IR(i). The latent IL is compared against the set of

reference prints IR using an AFIS operating in lights-out

mode to generate a set of similarity scores SLO:

SLO(i) = S(IL, IR(i)); ∀i = {1, 2, . . . N}. (1)

where S(IL, IR(i)) is the similarity between IL and

IR(i) output by the AFIS.

A parametric probability distribution model is fit to the

distribution of the top-K scores from the set SLO, and a

variant of the method described in [4] is used to ascertain

whether manual markup is required (see Section 2.2). If

it is determined that manual markup is not required, the

set of top-K candidates and their corresponding scores

are directly output for validation by a latent examiner.

Otherwise, the latent image IL is crowdsourced to a pool

of latent examiners for providing manual markups.

Let P be the number of examiners that provide manual

markups. Denote these markups as IM , where the jth

markup is IM (j). Each of the P markups are individually

input to the AFIS to obtain similarity scores against the

set of reference prints IR,

SMj(i) = S(IM (j), IR(i)); (2)

∀j = {1, 2, . . . , P}, ∀i = {1, 2, . . . , N}.

Here SMj(i) denotes the similarity score by comparing

the jth latent markup to the ith reference print.

Finally, we fuse the lights-out scores SLO with the

similarity score of each markup SMj for every reference

print to obtain a combined score SF ,

SM (i) = ⊗{SMj(i)}, (3)

∀j = {1, 2, . . . , P}, ∀i = {1, 2, . . . , N};

SF (i) = SLO(i)⊗ SM (i); ∀i = {1, 2, . . . , N}. (4)

Here, ⊗ is the score fusion operator, and SM denotes the

score obtained by fusing the scores of the P different

markups. The top-K fused scores from the set SF , and

the corresponding candidates based on the fused scores

are then output to the latent examiner for evaluation.

2.2. When to crowdsource?

Although expert crowdsourcing has its advantages,

crowdsourcing every latent to a pool of latent examiners

is costly in terms of time and effort. If it can be estab-

lished that the likelihood of AFIS making a hit at rank-1,

for a given latent, is fairly high, then expert crowdsourc-

ing is not utilized for that latent. While latent quality can

be an indicator of this likelihood, to our knowledge, there

is no existing satisfactory indicator of latent quality [15].

Therefore, we base our decision on the order statistic of

the top-K candidate scores returned by the AFIS [4].

Let the set of top-K scores returned by the the AFIS be

denoted as X = {X(1), X(2), . . . X(K)} where X(i) de-

notes the rank-i score. An exponential distribution model

is fit to the set X . A hypothesis test is conducted to deter-

mine whether there is an upper outlier present in the dis-

tribution of the top-K scores. The null hypothesis (H0)

and the alternative hypothesis (H1) are defined as fol-

lows:

H0: All scores in the set X are i.i.d from an exponential

distribution.

H1: Rank-1 score X(1) is an upper outlier of the score

distribution.

The test statistic Z for testing H0 against H1 is defined

as:

Z =
X(1) −X(2)

SK

; SK =

K
∑

i=1

X(i). (5)

The critical value of the test z(α) at significance level α

is:
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Figure 3: Markups by six different latent examiners for a latent image

in the 500 ppi NIST SD27.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Markups by two examiners for a latent in the 1000 ppi ELFT-

EFS public challenge database.

z(α) = 1− α
1

K−1 . (6)

The value of the test statistic Z = z should be greater

than the critical value z(α) when rank-1 score X(1) is

an outlier. Thus, we define an indicator random variable

IC which takes the value 1 when expert crowdsourcing is

needed, and 0 when it is not needed:

IC =

{

0, z > z(α),

1, otherwise
(7)

In other words, if the rank-1 score is indeed an upper

outlier, we are sufficiently confident that lights-out iden-

tification retrieved the mated reference print at rank-1.

Therefore, the query latent does not need markups from

latent examiners.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Markup for a latent image (a) in the 1000 ppi RS&A database.

The mated reference print of the latent is shown in (b).

Database #Latents Resolution Latent Type #Markups

NIST SD27 258 500 ppi operational 6*

ELFT-EFS** 255 1000 ppi operational 2*

RS&A 200 1000 ppi collected in lab 1

*The scope of this research is to investigate how best to combine inde-

pendent markups. Therefore, juried markups, although available, are not

used because they involve the expertise of multiple examiners.

** ELFT-EFS database contains 255 latents from NIST SD27 rescanned

at 1000 ppi.

Table 1: Summary of the latent databases used.

Examiner 1 2 3 4 5 6

No. of markups 253 255 255 255 253 257

Table 2: Number of latents markups provided by each of the six exam-

iners (out of 258) for the NIST SD27 latents.

2.3. How many experts are enough?

A priori information about latent examiners (e.g.,

years of experience, the number of cases solved) is of-

ten known and can be utilized while crowdsourcing la-

tent markup. Assume that the latent examiners can be

rated based on such prior information. When additional

markup is required for a latent, instead of crowdsourc-

ing the latent to every examiner, it can be first sent to the

best examiner to obtain a markup. The best examiner’s

markup can then be fused with the lights-out AFIS, and

the decision whether additional markup is needed made.

Subsequently, the latent can be sent to the next best exam-

iner, if required. Such a greedy (sequential) strategy can

dynamically determine the number of examiners needed

for providing markups, in turn, reducing the required cost

and effort [12].

3. Experimental Details

A state-of-the-art AFIS, which was one of the top per-

forming AFIS in the NIST ELFT-EFS 2 evaluation [9], is

used for conducting all identification experiments.

3.1. Databases

The proposed latent markup crowdsourcing frame-

work is evaluated on three different latent databases

(summarized in Table 1), the NIST SD27 [2], ELFT-EFS

[1] and the RS&A [3]. In addition to the mated refer-

ence prints of the latents available from these databases,
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Figure 6: Identification performance (CMC curves) of the AFIS on NIST SD27 when (i) operating in lights-out mode (Image only), (ii) fed with

markup from a single examiner (Image + Markup), and (iii) fusion of lights-out and 500 ppi markups from all six examiners (Fusion) for (a) all 258

latents, (b) 88 good quality latents, (c) 85 bad quality latents, and (d) 85 ugly quality latents. The size of the reference database is 250K rolled prints,

including the true mates of latents from NIST SD27. The performance band of the latent examiners indicates the maximum and minimum accuracy

obtained using an individual examiner markup at different ranks.

we use rolled prints, provided by Michigan State Police,

to enlarge our reference database to 250,000 rolled prints

for all the experiments reported here.

3.2. Latent Markup

Independent feature markups for NIST SD27 latents

were obtained from six certified latent print examiners

affiliated to Michigan State Police. The average feature

markup time is about 5 min. per latent (around 20 hours

for all 258 latents). Examiners were specifically asked

to mark minutiae, ridge counts between minutiae and/or

region of interest (ROI) on the latents. However, not all

examiners marked all 258 latents (see Table 2). Figure 3

shows sample markups obtained from the six examiners

for a latent in NIST SD27. Some examiners marked ROI

while others did not. For each latent in the ELFT-EFS

database, at least two independent feature markups are

available with the database. Standard EFTS-LFFS fea-

ture markups (minutiae, ridge counts between minutiae,

singular points and ROI) are used in our experiments.

Note that latent examiners, in general, do not mark ex-

tended features on a latent because it is a challenging

(ambiguous) and time consuming process. Hence, our

experiments are in accordance with the general markup

protocol being followed by examiners in law enforcement

agencies. Figure 4 shows sample markups for a latent

from the ELFT-EFS database. Only a single markup is

available in the RS&A database [3] which is utilized in

our experiments (Figure 5).

3.3. Experiments

To evaluate the efficacy of the proposed expert crowd-

sourcing framework, we perform the following set of ex-

periments.

3.3.1 Lights-out Matching

The Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) curves of

the AFIS in the lights-out mode on NIST SD27 are

marked as Image only in Figure 6 (a). The rank-1 identi-

fication accuracy is 64.34%. Notice the reduction in iden-

tification performance of the AFIS on bad and ugly qual-

ity latents as compared to the good quality latents in the

NIST SD27 (Figures 6 (b)-(d)).

Figure 7 (Image only) shows the CMC curves for

lights-out identification on ELFT-EFS database. The

rank-1 identification rate is 65.10%. Figure 8 (Image

only) shows the CMC curve for lights-out identification

on the RS&A database. The rank-1 identification accu-

racy obtained on the RS&A database is 87.50%. This

is much higher than the accuracy obtained on the NIST

SD27 and ELFT-EFS databases because the latents in the

RS&A database were collected in a laboratory and are

comparatively of better quality.
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Figure 8: Identification Performance (CMC curves) of the AFIS when

(i) operating in lights-out mode (Image only), (ii) fed with the single

available markup (Image + Markup), and (iii) fusion of lights-out with

examiner markup (Fusion) for the 200 latents in the RS&A database

against a reference database of 250K rolled prints.

3.3.2 Matching Individual Examiner Markups

The Image plus Markup performance band in Figure 6 (a)

indicates the identification accuracy of the AFIS on the

NIST SD27 when fed with individual 500 ppi markups.

The best rank-1 identification accuracy obtained using an

individual markup is 66.67%. Note that the lights-out

performance is within the performance band of the exam-

iners. As expected, the identification accuracy is higher

for good quality latents, compared to the bad and ugly

quality latents (Figures 6 (b)-(d)).

Figure 7 shows the performance of the AFIS when

fed with 1000 ppi markups available for the ELFT-EFS

database. The best individual rank-1 identification accu-

racy obtained is 72.16%. On the RS&A database, on the

other hand, the rank-1 identification accuracy obtained

using the single available markup is 90% (Figure 8).

3.3.3 Fusing Multiple Examiner Markups

Since we have six different markups available for the

NIST SD27 latents, we fuse the scores obtained using dif-

ferent markup combinations, and then compute the aver-

age accuracy of the AFIS when fed with different subsets

of examiner markups. Several different score level fu-

Combination Rank-1 Rank-50 Rank-100

One examiner 63.11 77.13 78.23

Two examiners 68.04 80.88 81.96

Three examiners 69.42 82.15 83.29

Four examiners 70.00 82.71 83.98

Five examiners 70.80 83.14 84.56

All six examiners 70.93 82.95 84.88

Table 3: Identification accuracy (%) of the AFIS, on average, on the

NIST SD27 against 250K reference prints when fed with markups from

different subsets of latent examiners.

sion strategies were investigated. Simple sum fusion rule

provided the best performance. No score normalization

is necessary here since all the scores are being generated

by the same AFIS. Table 3 shows that while identifica-

tion performance of the AFIS improves with additional

markups, there is a saturation after 3 or 4 markups per

latent. For the NIST SD27 with 258 latents, each 1% im-

provement in performance, say at rank-1, corresponds to

roughly two or three latents being promoted to rank-1.

3.3.4 Fusing lights-out AFIS with Multiple Markups

The CMC curves plotted in Figure 6 show that the rank-1

identification accuracy of the AFIS increases by 7.75%

on the NIST SD27 by fusing the scores obtained using

the six markups with the scores obtained from lights-

out identification. On the other hand, a performance im-

provement of 11.37% is observed when fusing the scores

obtained from the two individual markups for the ELFT-

EFS database with the lights-out scores. Figures 9 and

10, respectively, show an example of a successful and

failure case using fusion of the AFIS with the examiner

markups.

For the RS&A database, although fusion of lights-out

match scores with markup scores does not seem to benefit

in terms of the rank-1 identification accuracy in compar-

ison to only using the manual markup, significant per-

formance improvement is observed for higher ranks (see

Figure 8).

3.3.5 Determining the need for crowdsourcing

To measure the efficiency of the test based on order statis-

tic for determining the need for crowdsourcing manual

markup, we compute the (i) number of latents where

markup is not needed and the mated print was not re-

trieved at rank-1, and (ii) number of latents where markup

is ascertained but the mated print was retrieved at rank-

1 (Table 4). The value of K used here is 200. For case

(i) we found that the rank of the mated print did not de-

crease after fusion of lights-out with markup scores. This

demonstrates the efficacy of the order statistic based test.



(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

Figure 9: An example latent for which the mated reference print is retrieved at a higher rank after fusing the six crowdsourced markups with the AFIS.

In the lights-out mode, the AFIS could not match the latent to the mated print shown in (g) (score=0). The rank of the mated print using the individual

markups by the six examiners shown in (a)-(f) is 80, - (score=0), 45, 7, 57 and 12971, respectively. The mated print is retrieved at rank-2 using the

combination of the AFIS with the six markups.

Significance level (α) #Latents requiring markup
# Latents not requiring markup when

mated reference print is not at rank-1

# Latents requiring markup when

mated reference print is at rank-1

NIST SD27 ELFT-EFS RSA NIST SD27 ELFT-EFS RSA NIST SD27 ELFT-EFS RSA

0.01 166 166 46 0 0 2* 74 74 22

0.05 151 151 35 0 0 2* 59 59 11

0.1 137 137 33 0 0 2* 45 45 9

*The mated reference prints are incorrectly labelled for these latents; does not impact the accuracy of the AFIS.

Table 4: Number of latents where markup is required, markup is not required when mated reference print is not at rank-1, and markup is required

despite the mated reference print being retrieved at rank-1 for NIST SD27, ELFT-EFS, and RS&A databases. The number of latents in these

three databases is 258, 255, and 200, respectively.
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Figure 11: Identification accuracy of the AFIS using greedy crowd-

sourcing for the 258 NIST SD27 latents. Starting with best examiner, a

significance level of 0.05 is used to decide if markup from the next best

examiner is needed. Numbers of latents given to the next best examiner

are indicated in red. Due to the preponderance of low quality prints

in NIST SD27, the rank-1 identification accuracy tapers off after three

examiner markups.

3.3.6 Greedy crowdsourcing

To test the benefit of using the greedy sequential strategy

to dynamically determine the number of examiners re-

quired, we rated the individual examiners based on their

skill set. This was estimated based on the AFIS perfor-

mance obtained on the markups they provided. Figure

11 shows performance improvement when individual ex-

aminers are selected in decreasing order of their skill set.

After fusing the three markups from the top three exam-

iners, additional markups have negligible impact on the

overall identification accuracy. Also, utilizing more num-

ber of markups does not necessarily improve the overall

accuracy. Overall, 151 latents in the NIST SD27 require

examiner markups based on the lights-out AFIS results

(at a significance level of 0.05). 137, 131, 126, 126, 124,

and 123 latents need markups after fusion of lights-out

AFIS with best-1, best-2, best-3, best-4, best-5, and all

six examiner markups, respectively.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

Matching poor quality latents to reference prints is one

of the most challenging problems in fingerprint recogni-

tion. In order to match latents to reference prints with

high accuracy, we propose a crowd powered latent iden-

tification paradigm which involves a symbiosis of hu-

man examiners with AFIS. Given a latent print, it is first

compared against reference prints using an AFIS. Based



(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

Figure 10: An example latent for which the mated reference print is retrieved at a lower rank after fusing the crowdsourced markups with the AFIS.

In the lights-out mode, the AFIS retrieved the mated print shown in (g) at rank-1. The rank of the mated print in (g) using the individual markups by

the six examiners shown in (a)-(f) is 54, 1171, 3426, 595, 22 and 8450, respectively. The mated print is retrieved at rank-26 using the combination of

the AFIS with the six markups.

on the output of the lights-out match, an automatic de-

cision is made to determine if manual feature markups

from latent experts would be beneficial. If it is deter-

mined that additional markup would help, the latent print

is crowdsourced to a pool of latent examiners. The man-

ual feature markups are fed to the AFIS and the compar-

ison scores from lights-out AFIS and those from man-

ual markups input to AFIS are combined to boost the

identification accuracy. Experimental results obtained

on three different latent databases (NIST SD27, ELFT-

EFS and RS&A), against a reference database of 250,000

rolled prints, demonstrate that a significant performance

improvement can be obtained using the proposed crowd

powered framework. It would be desirable to validate the

proposed framework against a larger reference database

of a few million reference prints. We also plan to ex-

plore ensemble-based meta algorithms such as bagging

and boosting to improve the matching performance of

AFIS.
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